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I. ltecently, the so-called effective potentials-thc gene-

rating functionels of the vertex functions at zero external mo-

menta-play the more important role when studying the gauge

theories. They are convenient for the investigation of the

spontaneous breakdown of symmetry in gauge theories*••• as well ,

as for studying the possible restrictions on the models, con - 4

nected with the stability requirements of the theory
1
*-

1
. In the Ц

present paper we discuss some properties of the effective po- ':

tential for the composite field of the type у* ( ̂ - is the |

Boee field). The discussion of such potentials seems to be user '%

ful too. First, the stability requirements of the theory with Ъ

respect to such excitations could lead to some restrictions* Ц

Secondly, in analogy with the superconductivity model of i

И г.» Щ
or Hambu-Jona-Lasinio field theory aodel t*|one can |

expect, that If the vacuum expectation of such an operator is >

different from zero, then it*_ lead to dynamical addition t" |

particle masses, and in а тавз1евз theory to the appearance of ;|

nasses of fields (in particular of gauge ones). In this paper Щ

; • l
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the renornialization group equation that turns out to be inbo-

К. дгв'11 define as ш; . Besides we introduce ft (*) <f- (x)

V? (*) /f (*") , /}£(*) df (*J *»• compoeite fields
* >7e<11 designate the set of all the fields &Aand 6;

is Q* . Let's introduce the sources to the fields U?~ and

(У> fy^ and К1 )
9
 the set of which is designated as /l£ .

he generating functional of Green's functions of all the opera-

ots J C ^ has the form:

I-

[Т sogensous is derived for such potentials. These equations can i
I •' ' \

%.. be solved exactly, and different a3y:.iptotics can be investiga- '

|j ted with the h'Jlp of these solutions. In section 2 the asympto- i
к ' . • . Я

|| tics of such potentials is found in asymptotically free theo- i;

t ries. In section 3, for the case of Yang-Mills field theory •;
I;' . • • • • • . t

I interacting with ths fermion field, it is shown that the sta- '

И I

,
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 __
n
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 lO
v.>., .... it'a understood |

аз the restriction of potential from below) lead to rsstric ••' 5

tiona on multiplete contents of fermions. The arguments, show- :

ing that in a stable,.asymptotically free gauge theory with ;

zero bare masses of all particles the dynamioal mass of some

particles should appear, are given in section 4.

jv 2» The renorraalization group equations for ths effective

\ potential (as defined below) are derived in the ususal wey,

i baaed oa the relations between the renormalized and non- re-

k nornalized Green's functions*

fi Let's consider an arbitrary theory of scalar, vector and

!' apinor fields J^ , /j
u t
 4*. . <P. . the set of which

ж з ^ ^



where и д is ths renormalized langrangian (allowing for

a gauge fixing terra and for the ghost particlee), ths inte-

gration over ghost fields bsing incorporated in ofuf^ а!зо. VU

gives the finite Green's functions of the elementary fields (0̂ .

Green's functions of the composite fields are still divergent.

These are ths vertex function divergences of the type

(2)

and one-particle irreducible diagram divergences of the type

(3)

corresponding to the vacuum expectations ^ . ^ i ^ and

These divergences are eliminated by eounterterir.3

where for brevity the Indices are omitted. If we confine our-

selves to gauges of the type dpA** f& (the gauge fixing

term is equal to — (дыйт*'fi <f)* then the diagrams of the

type (2) with the substitution U)-+C ( C* and C* are ghost

particles) are not divergent. Indeed, because of the costinui-

ty of C-particle line the only diagram that could diverge is

S



iK*K JdK)

f •:*' _ l5>
} However, C-f ields have Vi'* fyC fiuC and l£ "* С С <f
I interaction vertexes, "c-field line can join the vertex func-

I.

| tion either through the vertex V
1
 (in this case the vertex

| function is proportional to the momentum) or through the super-

I renormalizable vertex V
2
» In both cases the divergence index

I is at least - 1, and the diagram is conventionally convergent.

; So, the generating functional of finite Green's functions of

any field is
(6)

I where the dependence of Ivg on all the renorraalized parame-

;• tere y|> and the "renonnalization point" M ia given in the

[ explicit form» Kote, that according to the theorem^J on diveif-

[ gence structure, all the values Z depend on mass parameters

I !just in a trivial way following from the dimentional oounting.

I 'To derive the renormalization group equation, it's convenient

r: to express the renormalized parameters Aj, in (6) through the

' ifr)

j: non-renormalized ones A' and to make substitution of the

| variables tOi - 2 ' " * ^ / i
w n e r e

 ^ i / I
е
 *«e matrix of

I renormalization constents of elementary fields wave functions.

i The generating functional takes the form



КГ'К] (?)

where Zk (and certainly. /4^ ) is now independent of M at

fixed \. . iVe differentiate (8) with respect to м at fixed

„

where

(12)

(13)

— 4-Уо1ите (10)

i
or on passing to the differentiation with respect to м at Щ

f йр
fixed renormalized parameters we have Щ1

(11)

r*



Using; (11), one can get the renormalization group equations ;

for the effective potential determined as follows:

(14)

« 2Ж • Л/.-УУ

Using (11) we get

Cms should keep in mind, that the potential Z , corresponding

to ths composite field, i3 to Ije determined ак follows

where 6(/f. C"(f. is the product of potentials, corresponding

to the elementary fields, the product of which is <j£ .

Xhe effective potential V (£) plays a role analogous

to that of the effective potential V (ф). In particular, the

values of vacuum expectations of ««-fields are determined from

the condition

» • '



In the case when the solut'jti of (18) is Z\т£ Q , ws get the Л

dynamical addition to the particle шаззез^'^'. In particular, J
%

if in the theory with ZA'
 s
 0 the masses are equal to zero, §

then in the theory with 2oi ̂ r О they become raaas^.ve (зэе %

also section 4)* f

Since the value of V-> potential in the point satisfying ;

the condition (18) i3 the energy density of the system, the

potential V must be limited from below. The renorraalization

group equation allows one to investigate this problem. In gene-

ral, it's more convenient first to pass to the other generating

functional Vv* (ASI • •• )l

V% M Я/V (ГУ)

f 2 1 )

v
0> „&
Qi and X. are certainly different from zero only,

for the values of indices, corresponding to (3̂  - fields. It's
easy to veryfy, that W satisfies the homogeneous renormall-

zation group equation

;-.-ч т|Г--.-----«-з--,.--^-.
1
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i-'urther one 3hould find the solution (22) for the case, when

some of sources are exposed to a homogeneous extension in ana-

|: logy with Kefl^J, and then use tha formula (19). '.«'е 3hall not

I;

deal with the cumbersome general expression, but show how to

find the asymptoticsVC at large/^ (an also V at large J? )

by a simple example.

Suppose that $i = &0i = О у Y*J ~ }f ̂Ц )

^•. = к aij
 an(

^ denote the homogeneous extension fac-

tor of sources as О (•£-&, pj . Then W/^/>/fi-^satisfies the

equation (where V^ i s a homogeneous function of 4-dimensional

mass parameters ana К has a dimensionality equal to 2)

*"o' « У *• 2~̂ f *• *• (23)

where Y\^ is the dimensionality of A^-parameter.

The corresponding equation for VT/^2.»
1
" ) is

1-10»

U
I!

Q-6. OJ.%» ~ » . „
J
.s~J

v
lr

c
*
/
"S— I

(24)

As was said above, the equation (23) can be solved exactly.

However the aeyraptotics WfpK}"' J and )/(f>Z > "• ) at

О -*•• oo may be found without recourse to the exact solu-

tions of (20), (21) and (22). Remember that we have confined

Ourselves to the asymptotically free theories only. i

One can conclude from the equation (23), that WfpKi'-) Ц

.. ... „:,^jr-!>• Г>ЧМ•pe



behaves asymptotically at }f Ф Q either as p or stronger

than p (the term Pft^Kc
 in

 the right-hand side of (23)

can be neglected).

Let's consider these cases separately,

i. W~* K
2
 at К -*«»

In this case we asymptotically have

( 2 5 )

Substituting (25) into (23) or (11) we gets

In fact, fince the asyraptotics is independent of dimensional

parameters the coefficient Ct- is also independent of dimen-

tional parameters and M (under the renorraalization procedure

described in Ref.*'l). In this сазе the potential das the

asymptotics at large 2* •

(27)

This result can be also obtained by substituting (27) into (15)

directly and neglecting the term with X ' . Then the equa-

tion for Q. is (26) again.

2. W>K
2
 at К -* oo

In this case neglecting the right-hand side of the equation

(23) we have the usual homogeneous equation of the renormali-

zation gropp (one could have neglected the right-hand side of f'

the equation (24), as in this case V would increase slower

than Z )• Adopting the usual procedure ws get

-Ilf



taking that in asymptotically free theories С «v fa *ч.

J
 >

 J fo 9 < £ are *ang-Mills
constants, Л are Jukava coupling constants, J are the

scalar coupling constants of / < ^ - interaction, we liave

under the assumption that the limit W at A-• 0 is different

from zero.

iio, the caae 2 is realized at ^ > О . The case 1 is

realized at fc £a О (and j j f ^ ^ О ). *'or the asympto-

tics of V we get

( 3 2 )

If ^ is zero, then the asymptotics is expressed by means of

formulae (3D and (32).

To make the theory stable, it's necessary that the value of

V*(K»Ojfi) be positive In the second c«se, and CL to

be positive in the first case.



3. Аэ an example let's consider the Yang-Mills field

theory interacting with the fermion field. As the composite

field we take G' = fl*'/)? and put /f>> JA
1
 . The value

W(K? O,Ji) is equal to

/r^4 . <
Here for convenience the gauge fixing term is chosen to be

-'^5(cLA»/
an(i t n e

 propagator of the gauge field (in momentum

representation) is

( 3 4 )

and <АЛО corresponds to the transverse gauge.

The value ^/fKiOtHJ turns out negative in any gauge and
I

therefore to make the theory scabls it's necessary that VV < Q I

In the theory under consideration there are two dimonsionleos I

parameters Q and O\ . The corresnondin?; p - functions ,1

are j I

3 S

.vhere f*'
C
 }<"* =

 S
$**, ,

X are the generators of the gauge transformation of the
щ

spinor field, une can see that the differential equation for :]

the effective parameter a£(i) has two fixed points: <Xж
 О j

and d*o((<») (one of which is unstable) so in osyraptotica the i

!

j
I



theory гз effective described by one of the gauges Ы. * О

and Ы = сК(со)^ Dealing further with these gauges only, ..e

get pat » O, The simpie calculation gives for the values Y ^

( 3 6 :

where /7 is the group dimension.

The condition У, ^ leads to the following limitations

at

Z at rf =et(oo)
(37)

that appear to be stronger, than the condition of asymptotic

freedom -J-€>T . The condition (37) look like gauge depen-

dent. However, since $ and ~C take on discrete values,

these conditions may coincide (it is checked for the case of

3U(2) group). Thus, in the stable 'fang-Hills field theory the

potential behavea a- \J <v -i— У * , where CL is obtained from

the equation

( 3 8
,

(39)

where С is an arbitrary constant. It should be remembered,

that trie coefficients K. , f̂
 a n d

 У
 a r e

 obtained in the

frair.aivo
 г
л of perturbation theory in the charge.

the solution of which is

\.\



Let*8 consider the structure of Q, quantity in detail. At

^ t — J£g -±$ot >O ft is positive for sufficiently

small Q (irrespective of the value of constant С ) and

the corrections to this value (taking in J& , У end f
w
 the

account of higher order terms in Q ) are small At small Q.

At j^T - -£-6-£3d< 0 the term with£ in parentheses do-
minates for small Q , and nothing could be concluded about

the sign of 0. . At large Q (when strictly speaking the

expression (39) is inapplicable) the term with С becomes small

and d becomes negative. If this conclusion were strict, it

would mean that at -^Z -•£•$-•? $e( «£ О the theo-

ry is unstable. h

a »
sign conclusion is obtained for a range, f

where the expression (39) ie, geberaxljr speaking, incorrect, ; '-

and, so, the solution of the stability problem requires the

knowledge of В» . У and X &) at large g outside the

perturbation theory frameworks. This situation is similar to

that of "zero-charge" problem, where the conclusion about the

presence of a fictions pole was based on the utilization of

perturbation theory in tha domain where it was inapplicable.

So, if we confine ourselves to the case %Z - -^ S> '•&&d'?Q
i

then we can definitely predict the value and what's more impor-

tant the sign of С In this oase the theory turns out to be

stable. There arises the additional restriction on the ferroion ',

representation: ;

z>fs j
5 (40) }

as at d*O , so at Ot **

The following multiple!», aomousultioat. of iermiona .(the-^am* -in-

e^i^^



i •

i.

both gauges) satisfies the inequalities (37) and (40) in SU(2) •

group case: 7 or 8 doublets; 2 triolets; 1 triplet and 3 or \

4 doublets. Thus the study of the effective potentials ror 1

composite fields could be seen to impose additional restric - I

tions on the theory structure following from the boundedness '

of the potential from below, and here also the renormalization \

group methods may prove useful.

4. Let's consider the gauge theory with zero bare masses ;

of particles. We'll show that if the physical masses of

particles are zero, then the vacuum expectation of- the field

б" ~ 4м ИМ
 i s

 equal to zero. On the other hand, the

effective potential V ( 2 / will be shown to have the statio-

nary point at £ ** О (additional to the stationary point at
 r

21 « О with V (Z) - О ) with the negative potential j; •

value in this point. Using these results we draw the conclu- ?

sion, that the dynamical mass should appear in the theory. 1

It's easy to see, that the vacuum expectation of the field
 ;

'•

6* satisfies the self-consistent equation: jj

tt1)

where we assume that the vacuum is translation- invariant

(i.e. Zl
 s 6*#ff£ , and the propagator of the gauge field

depends on the coordinate difference) and the 21 -dependence)

of the propagator is explicit. To eliminate the divergences

we'll use the method of dimensional regularisation^ •*. since

we have supposed that all physical masses are equal to zero,

the gauge field propagator woald have the form:



where ЬС^ are numerical coefficients, that depend on £ ana

also on theory parameters. Since in the dimensional regulari-

zation

J
takes place, we get from (41) - (43)

(44)

Let's равз to the second step. Consider the following range of

/(-source values:

This condition could always be satisfied at sufficiently small

Q . In this range of /(-values the function W(k)i.s deter-

mined by a zero-order term, i.e. by tiu formula (33).

Now, the effective potential is

(46)

So, there exists the range of 2£ - values, in which V ( Z / is

negative and decreases with growth of 2 • Since we have sup- '

posed, that the theory is stable, then V(ZJwould begin to

grow at sufficiently large 2H • Hence, V (ZJ has a minimum J

at 21 T1^ 0 point. In the view of the aforesaid this raeanij «

that dynamical mass should appear in the theory. \

_ ___ _
»SS53«M^



The authors are indebted to Xe.S.Fradkin, A.D.Linde and

4L.Voronov for useful discussion of the considered problems.
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